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The image on the volume’s cover has been graciously provided by Team
Macho, a collective based in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Nick first encountered their work (and this piece in particular) one day while on break from his
dissertation fieldwork, studying a group of aspiring professional gamers.
Something about the image stuck then—and obviously, still sticks. We have a
female authority figure (mother? teacher?) whose labour is clearly supporting
the young boy’s mediated target practice, but who is nonetheless peripheral to
the all-important relationship between him and the screen. We have the
young boy himself, dressed in the uniform we associate with a certain kind of
earnest, mid-twentieth century white boyhood. The shells scattered around
him speak to long hours of training. The entire apparatus is at once deeply
earnest, fundamentally unsettling, and utterly absurd—much like the contemporary formations of masculinity addressed in this book.
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